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Abstract 17 

The COVID-19 pandemic has crudely demonstrated the value of massive and rapid 18 

diagnostics. By the first week of April, more than 900,000 positive cases of COVID-19 19 

have been reported worldwide, although this number could be greatly underestimated. In 20 
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the case of an epidemic emergency, the first line of response should be based on 21 

commercially available and validated resources. Here, we demonstrate the combined use of 22 

the miniPCR®, a commercial compact and portable PCR device recently available on the 23 

market, and a commercial well-plate reader as a diagnostic system for detecting SARS-24 

CoV-2 nucleic acids. We used the miniPCR to detect and amplify SARS-CoV-2 DNA 25 

sequences using the sets of initiators recommended by the World Health Organization for 26 

targeting three different regions that encode for the N protein. Prior to amplification, 27 

samples were combined with a DNA intercalating reagent (i.e., EvaGreen® Dye). Sample 28 

fluorescence after amplification was then read using a commercial 96-well plate reader. 29 

This straightforward method allows the detection and amplification of SARS-CoV-2 30 

nucleic acids in the range of ~625 to 2×105 DNA copies. The accuracy and simplicity of 31 

this diagnostics strategy may provide a cost-efficient and reliable alternative for COVID-19 32 

pandemic testing, particularly in underdeveloped regions where RT-QPCR instrument 33 

availability may be limited. The portability, ease of use, and reproducibility of the 34 

miniPCR® makes it a reliable alternative for deployment in point-of-care SARS-CoV-2 35 

detection efforts during pandemics.   36 
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Introduction 44 

The development of cost-efficient diagnostic point-of-care (POC) systems for the 45 

opportune diagnosis of infectious diseases has been recognized as a niche of high relevance 46 

[1,2]. The recent pandemic/epidemic episodes associated with viral diseases (e.g., 47 

pandemic Influenza A/H1N1/2009 [3], Ebola in West Africa in 2013-2015 [4], and Zika in 48 

Southeast Asia and Latin-America in 2016 [5,6]) were clear reminders of the need for 49 

portable, low-cost, and easy-to-use diagnostic systems that can effectively address epidemic 50 

episodes in remote or underprivileged areas [7–10]. Nevertheless, the COVID-19 pandemic 51 

caused by SARS-CoV-2[11] has broadsided most countries, with only a few (i.e., South 52 

Korea [12], China, Singapore [13], and Taiwan [14]) showing an ability to deploy massive 53 

efforts for rapid and accurate detection of positive infection cases. The swift and massive 54 

testing of thousands of possibly infected subjects has been an important component of the 55 

strategy of these countries that has helped to effectively mitigate the spreading of COVID-56 

19 among their populations [12,14,15].  57 

Many methodologies have been proposed to deliver cost-effective and accurate diagnosis 58 

(i.e., methods based on immunoassays or specific gene hybridization [16,17]); however, 59 

nucleic acid amplification, and particularly real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR), 60 

continues to be the gold standard for the detection of viral diseases in early stages [18,19]. 61 

For example, for the last two pandemic events involving influenza A/H1N1/2009 and 62 

COVID-19 [20], the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and the World Health 63 

Organization (WHO) recommended RT-qPCR methods as the gold standard for official 64 

detection of positive cases. Unfortunately, conducting RT-qPCR diagnostics often depends 65 

on access to centralized laboratory facilities for testing [21–23]. To resolve this drawback, 66 
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multiple studies have proposed and validated the use of compact PCR-based methods and 67 

devices for POC settings [24,25]. However, during epidemic episodes, resourcing of 68 

incompletely developed technologies is impractical and leaves commercially available 69 

diagnostic platforms as the first line of defense in epidemiological emergencies.  70 

The first wave of miniaturized PCR machines has only recently become commercially 71 

available [26]. The miniPCR® from Amplyus (MA, USA) was one of the earliest highly 72 

compact PCR units on the international market [27]. The original miniPCR® units reached 73 

the marketplace in 2015, with an approximate cost of $600 USD (versus $3000 USD for a 74 

conventional PCR thermocycler) [26], but only a few papers have been published that have 75 

addressed validation of the use of miniPCR® systems as diagnostic tools [28–32]. 76 

 We recently published a comparison of the performance of the miniPCR and a commercial 77 

thermal cycler for the identification of artificial Zika and Ebola genetic sequences. Our 78 

experiments using a wide variety of primers sets and template concentrations revealed no 79 

differences in performance between either thermal cycler type [33]. The commercial 80 

availability, low price (as compared to conventional thermocyclers), portability, and user 81 

friendliness of the miniPCR® make it an attractive and tangible solution that effectively 82 

brings PCR analysis to the POC. In the present study, we demonstrate the convenience of 83 

using the miniPCR® (www.minipcr.com) for the detection and amplification of synthetic 84 

samples of SARS-CoV-2 [20], the causal viral agent of the current COVID-19 pandemic. 85 

 86 

 87 

 88 
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Materials and Methods 90 

Equipment specifications: We ran equivalent sets of amplification experiments in a 91 

miniPCR from Amplyus (MA, USA). The unit has dimensions of 20 × 5 × 15 cm, weighs 92 

0.7 kg, and requires 120V (AC) and 3.5 A to operate. The miniPCR can run 8 93 

amplifications in parallel.  94 

A commercial power supply (PowerPac from Bio-Rad, CA, USA) was used to operate the 95 

electrophoresis unit used to run the agarose gels to reveal the amplification products 96 

obtained by the miniPCR thermocycler. A Bio-Rad ChemiDoc XRS imaging system was 97 

used for end-point PCR detection. Alternatively, the miniPCR unit has its own blueGel 98 

electrophoresis unit (Figure 1 A, B), powered by 120 V AC, and photo-documentation can 99 

be done using a smartphone camera.  100 

We also used a Synergy HT microplate reader (BioTek Instruments, VT, USA) to detect 101 

the fluorescence induced by an intercalating reagent in positive samples from the PCR 102 

reactions. 103 

Controls for validation: We used a plasmid containing the complete N gene from 2019-104 

nCoV, SARS, and MERS as positive controls at a concentration of 200,000 copies/µL 105 

(Integrated DNA Technologies, IA, USA). Samples containing different concentrations of 106 

synthetic nucleic acids of SARS-CoV-2 were prepared by successive dilutions from stocks 107 

containing 200,000 copies mL-1 ng/L of viral nucleic acids. We used a plasmid containing 108 

the GP gene from Ebola Virus (EBOV) as a negative control. The production of this EBOV 109 

genetic material has been documented previously by our group [33]. 110 
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Amplification mix: We used REDTaq Ready Mix from Sigma-Aldrich (USA), and followed 111 

the recommended protocol: 10 μL Readymix, 0.5 μM of forward primer, 0.5 μM of reverse 112 

primer,1μL of DNA template (~ 625 to 2x105 DNA copies), 1μl of EvaGreen® Dye, and 113 

nuclease free water to final volume of reaction 20 μL.  114 

 115 

Figure 1. 116 

 117 

Primers used:  118 

Three different sets of primers were used to target three different regions of the SARS-119 

CoV-2 N gene sequence. These primer sets are identical to those recommended by the 120 

Center of Disease Control (CDC) for the standard diagnostics of COVID-19 (i.e., N1, N2, 121 

and N3 assays) using quantitative real time PCR. Sequences of all these primers and their 122 

corresponding amplicons are presented in Table 1 and 2.  123 

 124 

Table 1. Primer sequences used in PCR amplification experiments  125 

Name Description Primers Sequence (5’>3’) 
2019-nCoV_N1-F 2019-nCoV_N1 

Forward Primer 
5’-GAC CCC AAA ATC AGC GAA AT-3’ 

2019-nCoV_N1-R 2019-nCoV_N1 
Reverse Primer 

5’-TCT GGT TAC TGC CAG TTG AAT CTG-
3’ 

2019-nCoV_N2-F 2019-nCoV_N2 
Forward Primer 

5’-TTA CAA ACA TTG GCC GCA AA-3’ 

2019-nCoV_N2-R 2019-nCoV_N2 
Reverse Primer 

5’-GCG CGA CAT TCC GAA GAA-3’ 

2019-nCoV_N3-F 2019-nCoV_N3 
Forward Primer 

5’-GGG AGC CTT GAA TAC ACC AAA A-3’ 

2019-nCoV_N3-R 2019-nCoV_N3 
Reverse Primer 

5’-TGT AGC ACG ATT GCA GCA TTG-3’ 

 126 

 127 
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 128 

Table 2. Amplicon sequences generated (and their corresponding lengths) by each of the 129 

primer pairs used in the PCR amplification experiments (see also Fig XX). 130 

 131 

Primer 
pair 

Amplicon sequence Amplicon 
Length (nt) 

N1 GACCCCAAAATCAGCGAAATGCACCCCGCATTACGTTTG
GTGGACCCTCAGATTCAACTGGCAGTAACCAGA 

72 

N2 TTACAAACATTGGCCGCAAATTGCACAATTTGCCCCCAGC
GCTTCAGCGTTCTTCGGAATGTCGCGC 

67 

N3 GGGAGCCTTGAATACACCAAAAGATCACATTGGCACCCG
CAATCCTGCTAACAATGCTGCAATCGTGCTACA 

72 

 132 

 133 

Amplification protocols: For all PCR experiments, we used the same three-stage protocol 134 

(see Fig 1D) consisting of a denaturation stage at 94 �C for 5 min, followed by 25 cycles 135 

of 94 °C for 20s, 60 °C for 30s, and 72 °C for 20s, and then a final stage at 72 °C for 5 min, 136 

for a total duration of 60 minutes in the miniPCR® thermocycler. 137 

 138 

Documentation of PCR products: We analyzed 10 μL of each PCR product using 2% 139 

agarose electrophoresis in Tris-acetic acid-EDTA (TAE) buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, 140 

USA). Gels were dyed with GelGreen (Biotium, CA, USA) using a 1:10,000 dilution and a 141 

current of 110 V supplied by a Bio-Rad PowerPac HC power supply (Bio-Rad, CA, USA) 142 

for 40 min. We used the Quick-Load Purple 2-Log DNA ladder (NEB, MA, USA) as a 143 

molecular weight marker. We analyzed the gels by UV transillumination using a Bio-Rad 144 

ChemiDoc XRS imaging system.  145 

In some of our experiments, we also used the blueGel unit, a portable electrophoresis unit 146 

sold by MiniPCR from Amplyus (MA, USA). This is a compact electrophoresis unit (23 × 147 

10 × 7 cm) that weighs 350 g. In these experiments, we analyzed 10 μL of PCR product 148 
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using 2% agarose electrophoresis tris-borate-EDTA buffer (TBE). Gels were dyed with 149 

Gel- Green (CA, USA) using a 1:10,000 dilution, and a current of 48 V was supplied by the 150 

blueGel built-in power supply (AC 100–240 V, 50–60 Hz).  151 

As a third method of detection and to read the amplification product, we evaluated the 152 

amplification products by detecting the fluorescence emitted by a DNA intercalating agent, 153 

the EvaGreen® Dye, in the Synergy HT microplate reader (BioTek Instruments, VT, USA). 154 

Briefly, 20 μL of the PCR reaction mix was placed in distinct wells of a 96-well plate, after 155 

completion of the PCR program. Each well was made to a final volume of 150 μL by 156 

adding 130 μL of nuclease free water and the samples were well mixed by pipetting. These 157 

experiments were run in triplicate. The following conditions were used in the microplate 158 

reader: excitation of 485/20, emission of 528/20, gain of 75. Fluorescence readings were 159 

made from the above at room temperature. 160 

 161 

Results and Discussion 162 

An actual epidemic emergency does not provide the required timeframe for testing new 163 

diagnostic strategies; therefore, the first line of response must be based on commercially 164 

available and validated resources [33,34]. Here, we demonstrate that the combined use of a 165 

commercial and portable PCR unit (the miniPCR) and a 96-well plate reader is potentially 166 

adequate for the fast deployment of diagnostic efforts in the context of COVID-19 167 

pandemics. We show the combined ability of both units to amplify and identify different 168 

synthetic genetic sequences of SARS-CoV-2 (see Materials and Methods).    169 

 170 

 171 
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Analysis of sensitivity  172 

We conducted a series of experiments to assess the sensitivity of the PCR reactions 173 

conducted in the miniPCR thermocycler using the three sets of primers recommended by 174 

CDC to diagnose infection by SARS-CoV-2. Table 1 shows the sets of primers used to 175 

target genetic sequences that code for the expression of the SARS-CoV-2 N protein. Table 176 

2 shows the sequence of the DNA products (amplicons) generated by successful targeting 177 

of these regions with the N1, N2, and N3 primer pairs.  178 

Figures 2A-C show the PCR products of the amplification reactions conducted using three 179 

different primer pairs. In all cases, different concentrations of SARS-CoV-2 genetic 180 

material, in the range of 2.0 × 105 to 625 DNA copies, were used as reaction templates. If 181 

we put this range in the proper clinical context, the actual viral load of COVID-19 in nasal 182 

swabs from patients has been estimated to fall within the range of 105 to 106 viral copies 183 

per mL [20]. The amplification proceeds with sufficient quality to allow proper 184 

visualization of the amplification products in electrophoresis gels, even at low nucleic acid 185 

concentrations. Figure 2A-C shows agarose gels containing the amplification products of 186 

each one of three experiments, where the three different sets of primers (namely N1, N2, 187 

and N3) were used to amplify the same range of concentrations of template. The 188 

miniPCR® was able to generate a visible band of amplification products for all three 189 

primer sets and across the whole range of synthetic viral loads.  190 

Conventionally, the products of amplification in final point PCR are primarily detected on 191 

agarose gels using conventional electrophoresis techniques conducted with conventional 192 

lab equipment. However, as previously mentioned, the miniPCR® system is 193 

commercialized with its own “blueGel®” electrophoretic unit (Figure 1B-C). The 194 

blueGel® has several important advantages: it is fully portable, its size allows optimization 195 
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of reagent usage (agarose gel 15 mL, buffer 25 mL), the built-in power supply allows 196 

visualization of band separation in real time (this can shorten the electrophoretic time by up 197 

to 5 minutes), and exposure to ethidium bromide and UV light is completely avoided by the 198 

use of GelGreen® dye and detection with blue light. Therefore, the blueGel system 199 

represents a valid and portable solution for detecting PCR amplification products. 200 

Nevertheless, running an experiment aimed at visualizing amplification products, as with 201 

any standard gel electrophoresis procedure, requires time. A good separation of bands 202 

typically involves a processing time of 35 to 60 minutes from the loading of the 203 

amplification product to the final documentation through photography.  204 

As an alternative, we show here that the amount of amplification product can be 205 

quantitatively evaluated using a commercial 96-well plate reader. To do this, we used an 206 

intercalating agent during amplification in the miniPCR apparatus. Figure 2a shows the 207 

fluorescence readings associated with the analysis of the different dilutions of synthetic 208 

SARS-CoV-2 samples previously revealed by gel electrophoresis. We ran triplicate 209 

reactions for each dilution and for each primer data set. The fluorescence readings were 210 

capable of clearly discriminating between positive and negative samples across the whole 211 

range of dilutions tested (from 2 × 105 to 625 copies). This observation holds true for each 212 

of the three primer sets tested. Note that the use of a plate reader, instead of a conventional 213 

gel electrophoresis unit, presupposes a significant savings in time. Up to 96 PCR reactions 214 

can be read in a matter of 5 to 10 minutes. This implies that an array of 12 miniPCR units 215 

and a plate reader could equal the throughput of a traditional RT-QPCR platform, but at one 216 

third of the capital cost. In addition, during emergencies and particularly in developing 217 

countries, attaining or buying regular thermal cyclers and plate readers is much easier than 218 

purchasing or accessing RT-qPCR systems.   219 
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In addition, our results suggest that fluorescence readings using a plate reader exhibit high 220 

reproducibility and robustness. Overall, we obtained small standard deviations (in the range 221 

of 6 to 40 arbitrary fluorescence units [a.f.u.]) and a small average variance coefficient 222 

(2.6%) in fluorescence readings across the whole range of values of viral copies tested. We 223 

observed similar variability indicators in experiments using different primer pairs. For 224 

instance, we observed variance coefficients of 2.31%, 2.15%, and 3.34% when using 225 

primer sets N1, N2, and N3, respectively. If we considered only fluorescence readings from 226 

positive samples, we observed variance coefficients of 2.23%, 2.34%, and 1.31% when 227 

using primer sets N1, N2, and N3, respectively.  228 

 229 

Figure 2. 230 

 231 

Figure 2G consolidates the fluorescence readings obtained from miniPCR amplifications 232 

using synthetic SARS-CoV-2 samples and the primer sets N1 (blue bars), N2 (red bars), 233 

and N3 (yellow bars). Overall, this data set is consistent. These results suggest that any of 234 

the primer sets tested (N1, N2, or N3) may be used to amplify SARS-CoV-2 genetic 235 

material in the miniPCR. However, for the experimental conditions tested (i.e., the nature 236 

and concentration of the intercalating agent, the concentrations of primers, and the 237 

concentration of enzyme, among others), we observe differences in the performance of each 238 

primer pair. For example, primer sets N1 and N3 appear to promote amplifications in which 239 

the observed fluorescence is proportional to the initial concentration of DNA template (i.e., 240 

the viral load). By contrast, primer pair N2 appears to generate amplification product with 241 

high fluorescence emissions even at low values of the initial final copy numbers. Note that 242 
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all fluorescence readings for positive samples shown in Figure 2E exhibit a fluorescence 243 

reading between 1300 and 1400 a.f.u.  244 

Furthermore, measuring the fluorescence with the plate reader may add a quantitative 245 

element to the analysis of positive COVID-19 samples. In principle, samples with higher 246 

viral loads will exhibit higher fluorescence if processed through the same PCR program 247 

(i.e., exposed to the same number of cycles). For example, for amplifications using primer 248 

set N3, we observe a linear relationship between the natural logarithm of the number of 249 

viral copies and the natural logarithm of fluorescence signal for the range of 625 to 40,000 250 

viral copies:  251 

Ln (viral load) = α* Ln(Fsample- Fo)  (1) 252 

 253 

where Fo is the fluorescence reading exhibited by a blank (i.e., a negative sample prepared 254 

and processed in the same way than the positive samples) and α = 8.897 (as determined by 255 

fitting of the data presented in Figure 2C). For instance, we believe we can adjust the 256 

concentration of intercalating reagent to assure linearity of the fluorescence signal with 257 

respect to the viral load for experiments with different primer sets. This simple strategy will 258 

result in a fully quantitative, reliable, and easily implemented quantitative version of a 259 

straightforward final-point PCR protocol.  260 

 261 

Figure 3. 262 

 263 

Using the primers and methods described here, we were able to consistently detect the 264 

presence of SARS-CoV-2 synthetic DNA using a miniPCR and a simple plate reader. In the 265 

current context of the COVID-19 pandemics, the importance of communicating this result 266 
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does not reside in its novelty but in its practicality. In our experiments, we have used the 267 

three sets of primers designed and recommended by the CDC to identify the presence of 268 

SARS-CoV-2, the causal agent of COVID-19. These primer pairs, aimed at identifying 269 

three different regions encoding for the N protein of SARS-CoV-2, have been widely 270 

validated and used for diagnostic purposes in actual COVID-19 patients, Here we simply 271 

translated widely tested protocols from the framework of an RT-qPCR apparatus (the gold 272 

standard platform recommended for analyzing and confirming positive cases) to execution 273 

in a miniaturized and already commercial POC thermal cycler. While the cost of a 274 

commercial RT-qPCR apparatus falls in the range of $10,000 to $40,000 USD, the 275 

commercial value of the miniPCR is under $800 USD. This difference is significant, 276 

especially when considering the need for rational investment of resources during an 277 

epidemic crisis.  278 

While the quantitative capabilities of testing in a RT-QPCR platform are undisputable, the 279 

capacity of many countries for rapid, effective, and massive establishment of diagnostic 280 

centers based on RT-qPCR is questionable. The current pandemic scenarios experienced in 281 

the USA, Italy, France, and Spain, among others, have crudely demonstrated that 282 

centralized labs are not an ideal solution during emergencies. Portable diagnostic systems 283 

may provide the required flexibility and speed of response that RT-qPCR platforms cannot 284 

deliver.  285 

To further illustrate the deterministic and quantitative dependence between the 286 

concentration of amplification product and the fluorescence signal, as measured in a plate 287 

reader, we simulated some real-time amplification experiments. To that end, we conducted 288 

amplification reactions using initial amounts of 4 × 104 copies of synthetic SARS-CoV-2 in 289 

the miniPCR cycler. We added the intercalating agent, EvaGreen® Dye, to the reaction mix 290 
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at the initial time and extracted samples after 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 PCR cycles. The 291 

fluorescence from these samples was then measured in a plate reader. We observed a linear 292 

increase in fluorescence as more PCR cycles were performed, which highlights the 293 

quantitative nature of the intercalating reaction.  294 

Our results suggest that using a commercial plate reader to determine the extent of advance 295 

of PCR amplifications is a practical, reliable, reproducible, and robust alternative to the use 296 

of gel electrophoresis. Moreover, fluorescence reading of PCR products may lead to precise 297 

quantification of viral loads.  298 

 299 

Conclusions 300 

The challenge of POC detection of viral threats is of paramount importance, particularly in 301 

underdeveloped regions and in emergency situations (i.e., natural disasters or epidemic 302 

outbreaks). In the context of an emergency, time is very limited (as are other resources) to 303 

conduct research or develop new technologies; therefore, the use of commercially available 304 

and tested technologies is an obvious first countermeasure. Our research extends the 305 

validation of the miniPCR technology to the as yet unexplored topic of detection of 306 

COVID-19. 307 

We used the set of primers developed by the CDC and recommended by the WHO for 308 

conducting the standard PCR diagnostics of COVID-19. These primers target three 309 

different regions of the viral nucleic acids encoding for the N protein. In our experiments, 310 

we corroborate that the miniPCR apparatus is capable of amplifying small amounts of 311 

SARS-CoV-2 synthetic nucleic acids. We were able to detect and amplify 64 copies of 312 

genes encoding for the N protein of SARS-CoV-2. 313 
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The use of the miniPCR® is intuitive and simple; the user can easily follow the advance of 314 

the iterative temperature cycling using a laptop. Despite its compact size, the miniPCR® 315 

allows the performance of a full amplification protocol in a similar time as achieved with a 316 

conventional thermocycler. The mini-PCR® thermocycler exhibits the essential attributes 317 

of a POC system: (a) the use of small volumes, (b) low capital cost, (c) portability, (d) and 318 

a fast, accurate, and selective response.  319 

Moreover, the combined use of the miniPCR thermocycler and a 96-well plate reader 320 

enables the possibility of obtaining immediate readings of the amplification products, 321 

thereby providing faster (and potentially quantitative) diagnostic results in shorter times 322 

than when gel electrophoresis techniques are used. Therefore, the combined use of these 323 

already two commercially available devices—a miniPCR thermocycler and a 96-well plate 324 

reader—has great potential for use during epidemic emergencies.  325 
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Figure and captions: 480 

 481 

Figure 1. Equipment and initiators for SARS-CoV-2 detection using a miniPCR. A) 482 

The miniPCR® thermocycler. (B) The blueGel® electrophoresis chamber: blueGel® 483 

allows visualization of a 15 ml agarose gel using an integrated blue LED array. (C) Agarose 484 

gel electrophoresis of the SARS-CoV-2 amplification products. (D) Commercial 96-well 485 

plate with COVID-19 controls (artificial DNA samples). (E) Temperature cycling scheme 486 

used in our PCR protocol. (F) Three different sets of primers were used to target a gene 487 

sequence encoding the SARS-CoV-2 N protein.   488 
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 489 

Figure 2. Evaluation of the sensitivity of the combined use of a miniPCR® thermal cycler 490 

(for amplification) and a plate reader (for determination of the amplification extent). (A-C) 491 

Sensitivity trials using different concentrations of the template (positive control) and three 492 

different primers sets (A) N1, indicated in blue; (B) N2, indicated in red; and (C) N3, 493 

indicated in yellow. Images of agarose gel electrophoresis of the DNA amplification 494 

product generated by targeting three different regions of the sequence coding for SARS-495 

CoV-2 N protein. PCR was performed using a miniPCR® thermocycler. Three different 496 
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primer sets were used (N1, N2, and N3). The initial template amount was gradually 497 

increased from left to right: molecular weight ladder (lane 1), negative control (lane 2), 625 498 

copies (lane 3), 2.5 × 103 (lane 4), 1.0 × 104 (lane 5), 4.0 × 104 (lane 6), 2.0 × 105 DNA 499 

copies (lane 7). (D-F) Determination of fluorescence, as measured in a commercial plate 500 

reader, for different dilutions of SARS-CoV-2 synthetic DNA templates. Results using 501 

three different primer sets are shown: (A) N1, indicated in blue; (B) N2, indicated in red; 502 

and (C) N3, indicated in yellow. (G) Summary and comparison of fluorescence readings 503 

form synthetic samples of SARS-CoV-2 in a wide span of dilutions. Results using three 504 

different primer sets are shown: (A) N1, indicated in blue; (B) N2, indicated in red; and (C) 505 

N3, indicated in yellow. 506 
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 518 

Figure 3. Potential use of a plate reader for quantitation of the initial viral load in a sample 519 

and the extent of amplification. (A) Linear relationship between the natural logarithm of the 520 

fluorescence reading and the natural logarithm of the viral load. (B) Results of the 521 

simulation of real time PCR in a microplate reader.  522 

 523 
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